Introduction
In this study, we use the right atrium of the heart as an illustration of the flow quantification and visualisation techniques. Specifically, we aim to study the vortices that are generated within the heart chamber. Cardiac flow analysis based on vorticity mapping can define the flow behaviour within the heart chamber [13, 16] . The first stage of the flow analysis is to be able to generate the flow fields of blood in the cardiac structure based on phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging and then by numerical simulation. The second stage will be to utilise the flow field for vorticity measurement and visualisation. Then, the final stage is to quantify the vorticity field statistically and examine the changes in vorticity levels over time.
Phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI) belongs to a class of experimental flow imaging by means of quantifying the phase shifts in proton spins of the imaged fluid, and has been widely used to measure flow fields of blood in the cardiac structures in-vivo [5] . Another approach to generate the hemodynamic flow field relies on medical imaging, anatomical reconstruction, and numerical simulation by computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The initial process of this computational framework is based on utilising magnetic resonance or computed tomographic scan images to construct the geometry of the cardiac vessel whereby blood is transported. The next step is to mesh the flow volume and establish the boundary flow conditions, which can be determined by medical imaging measurement, such as Doppler ultrasound or phase contrast magnetic resonance image data [6] . Finally, these conditions can be coupled with a well constructed mesh and a well established computational simulation to generate the flow within the computerised surface reconstruction of the cardiac structure with good accuracy [12] .
The flow generation by experimental flow imaging such as PC-MRI and by numerical simulation using CFD have been used in comparative studies for investigation of blood flow in carotid bifurcation [4, 6, 8, 17] . Validation of the CFD simulation in human proximal airways with hyperpolarised 3He magnetic resonance phase-contrast velocimetry has been performed in vitro to show good agreement between the two techniques [1] . The flow imaging results of the cardiovascular structure in-vivo is often taken as the ground truth data since blood velocities are intrinsically measured with good accuracy. The numerical simulation model is typically used as a predictive tool for generating flow conditions that are difficult to measure. Velocity measurement and mapping systems by PC-MRI is often used to validate computational and predictive frameworks with good reliability. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous study on the use of PC-MRI and CFD on the right atrial flow and therefore, our work to quantify the vortical flow for this cardiac chamber may open up new insights into the flow behaviour within this anatomy.
In this paper, we aim to present the hemodynamic of blood within a right atrium in order to demonstrate our technique of flow generation, visualisation and comparison. We have detailed the principles of flow measurements based on experimental and computational techniques in Methods. The experimental setup and configuration of the computational platform are outlined in Experiment. Then, we present the results of right atrial flow based on PC-MRI and CFD simulation. Finally, the technical limitations based on the imaging technique and simulation setup is discussed. Future work and contribution of the paper in terms of cardiac flow measurement is presented.
Methods
The following subsections provide a preliminary background on the techniques of flow field generation by functional medical imaging and
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computational fluid dynamics. This can enhance our technical knowledge of the instruments used in this study.
Phase Contrast Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI) is widely used to measure temporal flow fields of up to three spatial dimensions for the purpose of studying flow effects in the heart [3] . It has been able to present flow information pertaining to the cardiovascular system in-vivo. The velocity-encoded phase contrast MRI approach is able to achieve flow measurements of up to three dimensions. This velocity mapping technique is based on the intrinsic sensitivity of proton spins phase in the flow, and enables the acquisition of spatial registered functional information simultaneously with morphological information [5] .
In general, 3-dimensional PC-MRI works by registering three separate flow-sensitive volumes in the x-, y-and z-orientations of the scan. In the quantum mechanical sense, based on the output scan image of an orientation, the flow velocities may be determined by shift of phase at every discrete pixel on which spin phases that pertain to the agglomeration of blood protons are collectively registered. Reconstructing flow vectors using these sets of phase contrast images can be achieved by an appropriate visualisation framework.
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Numerical models based on CFD is particularly advantageous for situations whereby experimental measurements require further detail, and/or when there is a need to prepare a predictive platform. Clearly, we have shown that cardiac flow analysis is one such case. Yet another potential scenario is the simulation of mechanical structures that are implanted in the human heart. It is worth mentioning that the use of CFD in biomedical engineering has increased markedly as computing technology advances.
In a numerical simulation platform, the governing equations for the viscous, incompressible fluid flow can be written as:
Where V is the fluid velocity vector. m is the viscosity, g is the gravitational acceleration, r is the density, and P is the dynamic pressure of the fluid.
In order to have a realistic right atrium (RA) model so that the predicted flow would be physiologically correct, the technique of anatomical reconstruction based on medical imaging and processing [7, 9] is used. For imaging of the RA, segmentation of the myocardium was performed through a series of time-resolved image slices. The typical imaging instruments for assessment of cardiac chambers or myocardial function include computed tomography and MRI, but MRI is superior to computed tomography since the tissue and blood regions are often well-distinguished in terms of image intensity for boundary definition with MRI. Once the chamber geometry has been created, an appropriate mesh is generated, which effectively discretises the fluid volume in the chamber into a set of discrete cells. The governing equations for the fluid flow (Navier-Stokes equations) are discretised, and the field variables are iterated until a user-imposed convergence criteria is achieved. The iterative behaviour of the numerical solution and to a certain extent the accuracy of the numerical simulations, would depend on the correct imposition of the boundary conditions (inflow and outflow) as well as having a reasonable guess of the solution field at the start of the simulation.
Experiment
This section describes the experimental procedures that are carried out to prepare the imaging and retrieval of flow information. The computational configuration of the numerical simulation is also presented. The objective of our study is to prepare two sets of results based on the experimental and computational generation of flow fields, and to compare them in terms of flow patterns and magnitudes of their vorticities.
Measurement Slice
Examination is performed at the section of the heart where the atria are positioned. This section is chosen such that the display of optimal crosssectional area of the right atrium is enabled. A chamber size contains more data points to define the features of interest. The slice section is taken at a location shown in Fig 1 whereby the slice is perpendicular to the axis joining the top of the heart to the apex through the septum. It is effective to base the velocity mapping on the right atrium of the heart using the scan sections that cut through the middle portion of atria. Sectioning of the heart, as shown in the diagram, is used for cardiac flow analysis.
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Figure 1 -Sectional View of Blood Flow in the Right Atrium
Inflows from the inferior vena cava (IVC) and superior vena cava (SVC) results in their respective flow diversions that generate two vortices in opposite directions. During atrial diastole, there is maximum suction of blood into the right atrium via the vena cava. The chamber dilates due to the inflow of blood and the closure of the tricuspid valves (TV). We note that the maximum inlet flow at the superior and inferior vena cava is set to be 155 and 128 cms -1 . At this instance, two strong vortices of opposite rotation are developed. During the systolic phases, the atrium compresses and causes the outflow of blood into the right ventricle which in turn causes the valves to open. We note that one of the vortices becomes significantly weaker than the dominant vortex during their evolution over a cardiac cycle.
Medical Imaging Configuration
In this study, MRI using the phase contrast imaging protocol was implemented based on the short axis orientation through the atria of the heart. Acquisition of scans pertaining to 25 phases or time frames (based on their indices from n t = 1 to 25) was completed based on retrospective gating. Our case study subject was a normal male of age 22 years at the time of this experimental scanning. We performed the imaging using the two-chamber view of the right and left atria. The main objective of this imaging is to capture information on the ∂r ∂t
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As can be seen in Fig 2, the flow enters the RA chamber through the inferior and superior vena cava (IVC and SVC), and exits through the tricuspid valve (TV). For simplicity, the velocity boundary condition that was applied at the IVC and SVC assumes a uniform spatial profile and has a direction that is normal to the surface. Implementation of a parabolic profile may not be the correct assumption given that the upstream flow may be highly skewed at high velocities. In addition, different degrees of skewness exist for different velocities. Therefore, in order to avoid these complications, a uniformly spaced profile is simply used. For the TV outlet, a transient pressure profile that has zero gradient in the spatial domain is implemented at a virtual outflow environment to ensure that the flow will be constant in direction and velocity at the outlet. Given that the IVC and SVC in-flows are varying throughout the cardiac cycle (Fig 3 and Table 1 ), therefore defining the inlet boundaries would require a-priori knowledge of the IVC and SVC velocity time histories. Logically, this would be obtained from physical experiments [12] [13] . For this study, in-vivo measurements were used to generate the time histories [12] .
The flow in the RA chamber is simulated from the end-diastolic state to the early-systole state, ie, corresponding to the normalised time segment of 0.60 to 1.00 in one cardiac cycle (Fig 3) . In order to avoid start-up effects from unsteady flows, the flow field was simulated over three periodic cycles where the final flow field predictions were taken at the third cycle. Spatial discretisation of the advection terms in the NavierStokes equations was performed by using a high resolution scheme, while the transient scheme used a second order backward Euler scheme with a time step size of 0.002 s.
While the MRI scans were taken over a complete cardiac cycle of the heart chamber, the scope of the numerical simulations was limited to examining the flow in the RA during the diastole and systole phases. In particular, focusing on particular phases of the cardiac cycle allows the flow analysis to be carried out in the simpler context of an internal flow in a rigid vessel. This is due to the fact that modelling the entire cardiac cycle will require a fluid-structure interaction (FSI) approach and the physical structure of the heart chamber is a dynamic parameter, which makes it much more complicated to simulate the entire cardiac cycle. . The in-plane resolution of 1.54 mm/pixel is determined by the pixel spacing and the throughplane resolution that is based on the slice interval is 6 mm.
Numerical Simulation
The process of creating the CFD mesh of the RA chamber and its related vessels is graphically depicted in Fig 2. Here, 3D surfaces that were constructed through using the segmented slices of the heart chamber. After processing of the geometry, the final output is a tetrahedral mesh with refinements in the near wall consisting of approximately 800,000 cells. A mesh independence study was carried out to ascertain that the selected domain size is sufficient in resolving the flow gradients. The blood flow through the RA chamber is assumed to be incompressible, homogeneous, laminar and Newtonian. The fluid properties are reported in Table 1 . Realising the unsteady nature of the flow field, a transient CFD simulation was performed. The range of Reynolds numbers in the atrial flow throughout one cardiac cycle is dominantly laminar while it may be argued that turbulence can be induced through the curvatures within the geometry. The use of a turbulence model therefore does not necessarily imply greater accuracy in capturing the flow field. Instead the incorrect use of a turbulence model, especially models based on fully developed turbulent flows, will produce an overly diffusive flow because of the additional turbulent viscosity m t term. At best, lowReynolds number turbulence models such as the k - and k -w provide improvements over their standard versions. However, in order to fully resolve the any transitional behaviour, the sophisticated LES and Direct Numerical Simulations models need to be used since they are based on the direct Navier-Stokes equations. Therefore in this study, we take a prudent perspective and apply a laminar flow model. superior and inferior vena cava tends to increase during the period of systole and causes a collision within the atrium, which generates a turbulent flow that comprise of two large-scale vortices. The range of Reynolds numbers in the atrial flow throughout one cardiac cycle pertains to both laminar and turbulent flows. The simulation results are largely in agreement with the MRI results. In terms of the flow features, the velocity vectors implied that the flow is moving primary in the anticlockwise direction. Partly as a consequence, there is a dominant vortex core-like structure that had remained relatively robust throughout the cardiac cycle. It appears that this dominant vortex has shown a positional dependence on the TV outlet.
Figure 2 -Stages in Creating a CFD Mesh of the RA Vessel
In terms of clinical applications, medical imaging modalities such as multislice computed tomography and MRI have been increasingly used to diagnose cardiovascular disease owing to rapid technical developments [10] [11] . Despite the improvements in computed tomography, its application in cardiovascular disease is limited to evaluation of the morphological changes of cardiac chambers. On the contrary, functional MR imaging, especially phase-contrast MRI allows for both anatomic and functional assessment of cardiovascular disease [14] , and it demonstrates huge potential in the clinical practice. Analysis of hemodynamic flow through the heart will assist clinicians to better understand the formation of thrombosis, and the effect of flow on arterial branches arising from the heart, which will help to achieve the aim of avoiding atherogenicity [2] . Therefore, future studies involving CFD analysis of bilateral heart chambers that include both venous inflow and arterial outflow will be clinically meaningful.
Conclusion
In this study, we compared the flow pattern developments in a chamber of the heart based on phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging and numerical simulation. For our computational study, we assume the utilisation of static geometry and dynamic flow boundary conditions in a series of surface geometries pertaining to different times of a cardiac cycle. Although the fluid structure interaction of the blood-wall region is neglected, the generated flow fields will not be significantly deviated from the true physiological flow. Experimental study is based on in-vivo magnetic resonance-based flow imaging.
The flow visualisation tools using streamline tracing and vorticity field generation enables the presentation of our results effectively. Vortices exist in three spatial dimensions, but we have simplified our analysis to present two dimensional results for clarity in flow evaluation. Nevertheless, the visualisation of flow patterns remains concise for the two modes of flow field generation.
The comparison of flow results by experimental (PC-MRI) and computational (CFD) approaches shows good qualitative and quantitative agreements. We have demonstrated that the simulation results can be validated using the measured flow from velocity-encoded medical imaging. Our proposed functional analysis using combined phase contrast MRI and CFD is of interest to research into the pathologies or interventions which involve altered relations between form, flow, mobility and timing of the heart.
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Notes
The first author developed and use a medical image processing software named Medflovan to produce the results displayed in this paper. This is a system entirely created using the C++ object-oriented programming platform to provide cardiac flow visualisation and analysis. Cardiac flow computation and visualisation is performed on a Pentium 4-class processor on a dedicated graphics card with 512 MB of memory.
The assumption of rigid boundary walls instead of elastic ones based on the FSI approach allows the simulation to converge and hence produce a set of predicted results. However this comes at the expense of the real physiological cyclic movement of the heart contracting and expanding. In reality, a contraction in the heart will reduce the volume and therefore any cross-sectional area in which the blood flows through. Considering mass conservation that is based on the continuity equation in CFD (Eqn (1)), the contraction is expected to have an effect of intensifying the velocity and vorticity fields. However, if we implement FSI for this simulation, the blood pressure during atrial systole will stretch the vessel elastically and causing the velocity and vorticity fields to attenuate instead.
Results
The flow results by numerical simulation and phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging are presented in this section. Then, their velocity and vorticity fields are compared in terms of flow pattern developments. As can be seen, the velocity vectors in the CFD plots are superimposed on the vorticity contours. Here, the velocity vectors are used to depict flow direction on the plane itself, thereby implying a tangential projection. A normalised scale is used for the vector length. For the vorticity contours, the clockwise/anti-clockwise direction of the rotation is provided by using the y-axis as a reference axis, while the figure shows the in-plane view of the selected slice. The reader would note that the normal to the slice is almost lying parallel to the y-axis. Finally, it is also worth mentioning that the selection of the plane is chosen as per the MRI plane.
Cardiac flow analysis [13, 14, 16] that is based on histograms of vorticity field distributions for both modes of flow generation can give a clear overview of their flow differences with some form of quantification.
Discussion
We note that based on the distribution of CFD and PC-MRI vorticity fields, the difference in their means and standard deviations pertains to an order of zero (Difference in means: Dw ≤ 2.02 s -1 , and difference in standard deviations: Ds ≤ 4.07 s -1 for a range of vorticity values at approximately -25 to +25 s -1 ).The agreement in the CFD simulations and MRI experiments reinforces the evidence of swirling flow in the RA. Although we have further verified PC-MRI flow mapping accuracy using CFD, further testing and comparison of the two modes of flow can be performed based on variation of vorticity interrogation size and resolution of the flow fields in a sensitivity study to understand the effects of flow measurement and visualisation reliability [15] . However, to prevent deviation from the main scope of the paper in terms of flow comparison, such tests may be formulated in the future and further implemented in another specific study.
From the fluid mechanics perspective, blood swirling is caused by the interaction between the two paths of flow from the inlets (IVC and SVC). As can be seen from Fig 1, the generation and suppression of vortex structures in the RA flow is dynamically varying throughout the main cycle. Given that only one dominant vortex has been visualised for the time segment of the cardiac cycle that is presented here, it appears that the presence of the weaker, clockwise vortex can be attributed to the peaking of IVC in-flow during atrial diastole. The potential of using the extensive datasets from the CFD simulations and phase contrast MRI can enable the development of further insight into the vortex structures present in the RA flow. Therefore, applying sophisticated 3D flow visualisation techniques can improve accuracy of comparison for the two techniques.
The Reynolds numbers are typically lower towards end-systole and early diastole due to the slower motion of blood. The blood flow is transitionally turbulent during the onset of systole. 
